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La Famiglia Cinem
This book deals with the popular reception of early Italian
television during the years of the socalled long
“economic boom” (1954-1969). To do so, the author
focuses on the Catholic and Communist audiences’
perception of the first TV programs. The investigation
into these two main groups’ reception will be conducted
through the analysis of all the TV references published in
the readers’ columns of the two most popular rotocalchi
of those years: the Catholic magazine Famiglia Cristiana
and the Communist weekly Vie Nuove. Showing the
collective discourse about television, made by very
different types of audiences through the use of letters
published by these popular magazines, this study points
out how television’s impact was also a mediated
process. Therefore, the innovative proposal of this book
is to suggest an in-depth study of the reception and
cultural history of the early Italian television.
This book explores intersectional constructions of race
and whiteness in modern and contemporary Italy. It
contributes to transnational and interdisciplinary
reflections on these issues through an analysis of
political debates and social practices, focusing in
particular on visual materials from the unification of Italy
(1861) to the present day. Giuliani draws attention to
rearticulations of the transnationally constructed Italian
‘colonial archive’ in Italian racialised identity-politics and
cultural racisms across processes of nation building,
emigration, colonial expansion, and the construction of
the first post-fascist Italian society. The author considers
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the ‘figures of race’ peopling the Italian colonial archive
as composing past and present ideas and
representations of (white) Italianness and
racialised/gendered Otherness. Students and scholars
across a range of disciplines, including Italian studies,
political philosophy, sociology, history, visual and cultural
studies, race and whiteness studies and gender studies,
will find this book of interest.
Italy is more strongly influenced by the experiences of
migrants than many other European countries. This
includes an historically ongoing internal migration from
the south to the north, which is strongly echoed in neorealism; a mass emigration mainly to western Europe
and North and South America that is connected with
mafia films, among others, in Italy's collective imaginary;
as well as a more recent immigration influx from the
southwestern Mediterranean, which is dealt with at a film
leve...
Nel cinema, così come nella letteratura, troviamo
descritti sentimenti e momenti della vita e dell'evoluzione
di individui e famiglie. Da qui nasce l'idea di abbinare a
specifici lungometraggi specifiche situazioni di vita
personale e familiare, creando così una piccola bancadati utile nella clinica, nella formazione degli psicologi e
dei mediatori della famiglia. I film sono accompagnati da
brevi schede tecniche e considerazioni psico-sociali. Al
termine di ogni capitolo sono pure segnalati film meno
noti, ma altrettanto utili, con ulteriore filmografia per
approfondire la tematica. Soggetti analizzati: coppia,
famiglia, genitorialità,fratelli e sorelle, nido vuoto,
adolescenza, vecchiaia, famiglia interculturale,
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separazione e divorzio.
Wes Anderson è uno dei più importanti e celebrati
cineasti degli ultimi vent’anni (I Tenenbaum, Il treno per
il Darjeeling, Moonrise Kingdom, The Grand Budapest
Hotel). Dal 1996, anno del suo esordio nel
lungometraggio con Bootle Rocket – Un colpo da
dilettanti, il giovane autore texano è riuscito a erigere un
“suo” mondo immaginario governato da personalissime
regole: i personaggi fragili, fumettistici e infantili che
assurgono a caratteri universali; la coalescenza di
epoche storiche evocate nella curatissima scenografia;
la sovraccarica colonna sonora infarcita da una miriade
di canzoni pop; la dichiarata tensione demiurgica verso
l’amata letteratura; infine la composizione
dell’inquadratura che bilancia ossessivamente il
rapporto tra lo spazio scenico e i suoi attori (una sorta di
famiglia cinematografica: Bill Murray, i fratelli Wilson,
Jason Schwartzman ecc). Insomma: un vero e proprio
universo parallelo che fagocita innumerevoli riferimenti
culturali novecenteschi partorendo, paradossalmente,
un’originale e riconoscibile messa in scena. La
sotterranea evasione da queste regole, però, fa
esplodere costantemente una struggente dimensione
sentimentale… Gli autori di questo libro sono partiti
proprio da tali consapevolezze, aprendosi alle più varie
suggestioni (il cinema, la moda, la musica, la letteratura,
la filosofia ecc.) per offrire al lettore una fertile riflessione
critica sugli interessantissimi aspetti del fare-cinema à la
Wes Anderson.
Giorgio Bertellini examines the historical and aesthetic
connections of some of Italy's most important films with
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both Italian and Western film culture.
When themes of historical and cultural identity appear
and repeat in popular film, it is possible to see the real
pulse of a nation and comprehend a people, their culture
and their history. National Identity in Global Cinema
describes how national cultures as reflected in popular
cinema can truly explain the world, one country at a time.
Centrale nel dibattito anche politico contemporaneo, la
famiglia restituisce a chi la guardi una immagine diversa,
compresa nell’esperienza che di essa se ne è avuta e se ne
ha. Per questa ragione, al fine di superarne una definizione
implicata o imbrigliata nella propria esperienza o credenza o
ideologia, appare necessario farne il fulcro di un dibattito da
condurre con modalità proprie della ricerca scientifica e il
supporto sostanziale dai dati (non solo recenti). Ciò con lo
scopo di restituirle quella pluralità di sfaccettature troppe volte
schiacciate ed opacizzate dagli effetti di un filtro oppositivo,
quello tra naturale e non, complice l’apparente immutabilità
della parola che la rievoca (attestata ininterrottamente dalla
latinità ad oggi).
Scholars throughout the world have come together again in a
second book to share their most successful teaching
practices and concerns in the areas of cross-cultural studies
and international education. Many disciplines are represented
and diverse subjects are discussed: science literacy and
worldview perspective; second-language acquisition, student
mobility, and international universities; teacher professional
development and government programs for disadvantaged
children; zoos, industrial paintings, and dress designs as
cultural artifacts. Presentations on these topics are the result
of papers given at the annual meeting of the Worldwide
Forum on Education and Culture, founded 10 years ago in
Rome, Italy. The organization regularly attracts some 100
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scholars and practitioners in the fields of education, literacy,
language learning, communication and (inter-)cultural studies
from all five continents to its annual congress in Rome. These
conferences, as well as this up-to-date compilation of multidisciplinary academic papers, are meant to highlight the
growing need for culturally sensitive education that draws on
the strengths of both traditional teaching methods and
technology-rich forms of instruction, as well as a host of
national and international programs designed to empower
teachers and students alike. Engaged educators, whose
research and/or critical discourse in classrooms all over the
world has given rise to the present volume, thus hope to
share with a wider audience how they impart knowledge,
foster skills, and nurture qualities in the next generation of
global citizens that will enable them to negotiate their
personal and professional lives in our modern world. Even
though communities may no longer be characterized by
physical distances as barriers to communicative
interchanges, perceived and real rifts between different
cultures are nevertheless coming alarmingly close to
preventing meaningful communication from bringing about
true understanding at the individual and societal levels. The
ontogenesis of the Worldwide Forum on Education and
Culture is seen here clearly in the perspectives and
presentations of diverse academics who are dedicated to
teaching and learning toward the greater goal, as Matthew
Arnold said in Literature and Science, of “knowing ourselves
and the world.”
Discusses renowned masters including Roberto Rossellini
and Federico Fellini, as well as directors lesser known outside
Italy like Dino Risi and Ettore Scola. The author examines
overlooked Italian genre films such as horror movies,
comedies, and Westerns, and he also devotes attention to
neglected periods like the Fascist era. He illuminates the epic
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scope of Italian filmmaking, showing it to be a powerful
cultural force in Italy and leaving no doubt about its enduring
influence abroad. Encompassing the social, political, and
technical aspects of the craft, the author recreates the world
of Italian cinema.
American ideals and models feature prominently in the
master narrative of post-war European consumer societies.
This book demonstrates that Europeans did not appropriate a
homogenous notion of America, rather post-war European
consumption was a process of selective appropriation of
American elements.
Developing Writing Skills in Italian has been specifically
designed for upper-intermediate students of Italian who need
to write Italian for personal, business and academic purposes.
With a strong focus on writing as a meaningful and valuable
skill in itself, Developing Writing Skills in Italian supports the
learner throughout the process of writing, from the planning
and drafting stages to the revising and editing of a final
version, enriching and extending the learners’ lexical,
grammatical and communicative writing skills. Divided into
four logically structured sections the learner can work through
a range of realistic and contextualized writing tasks which will
allow them to master a variety of styles, registers and
formats. Features include: flexible structure a summary of
learning points clearly indicated at the beginning of each
chapter focus on self assessment, allowing students to
engage fully in the writing process by evaluating their own
work a glossary of key phrases and useful vocabulary. This
course is suitable both for classroom use and independent
study. Assessment guides, a teacher’s guide, answer key
and supplementary activities are all available on the
accompanying website.
Maggie Günsberg examines popular genre cinema in Italy
during the 1950s and 1960s, focussing on melodrama,
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commedia all'italiana , peplum, horror and the spaghetti
western. These genres are explored from a gender
standpoint which takes into account the historical and socioeconomic context of cinematic production and consumption.
An interdisciplinary feminist approach informed by current film
theory and other perspectives (psychoanalytic, materialist,
deconstructive), leads to the analysis of genre-specific
representations of femininity and masculinity as constructed
by the formal properties of film.
"Italy has been made; now we need to make the Italians,"
goes a familiar Italian saying. Mussolini was the first head of
state to include women in this mandate. How the fascist
dictatorship defined the place of women in modern Italy and
how women experienced the Duce's rule are the subjects of
Victoria de Grazia's new work. De Grazia draws on an array
of sources—memoirs and novels, the images, songs, and
events of mass culture, as well as government statistics and
archival reports. She offers a broad yet detailed
characterization of Italian women's ambiguous and
ambivalent experience of a regime that promised modernity,
yet denied women emancipation. Always attentive to the
great diversity among women and careful to distinguish
fascist rhetoric from the practices that really shaped daily
existence, the author moves with ease from the public
discourse about femininity to the images of women in
propaganda and commercial culture. She analyzes fascist
attempts to organize women and the ways in which
Mussolini's intentions were received by women as social
actors. The first study of women's experience under Italian
fascism, this is also a history of the making of contemporary
Italian society.

Beyond Auteurism is a comprehensive study of nine
film authors from France, Italy and Spain who since
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the 1980s have blurred the boundaries between arthouse and mainstream, and national and
transnational film production. Maule examines how
the individuals have maintained a dialectical
relationship with the authorial tradition of the national
cinema to which each belongs. In considering this
tradition, Maule seeks to illustrate that the film author
is not only the most important symbol of European
cinema’s cultural tradition and commitment, but is
also a crucial part of Europe’s efforts to develop its
cinema within domestic and international film
industries. The book studies the work, practices and
styles of European film-makers including Luc
Besson, Claire Denis, Gabriele Salvatores and
Alejandro Amenábar. Beyond Auteurism offers an
important contribution to a historicized and
contextualized view of film authorship from a
theoretical framework that rejects Western-centred
and essentialist views of cinematic practices and
contexts.
New Approaches to Teaching Italian Language and
Culture fills a major gap in existing scholarship and
textbooks devoted to the teaching of Italian language
and culture. A much-needed project in Italianistica,
this collection of essays offers case studies that
provide a coherent and organized overview of
contemporary Italian pedagogy, incorporating the
expertise of scholars in the field of language
methodology and language acquisition from Italy and
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four major countries where the study of Italian has a
long tradition: Australia, Canada, Great Britain and
the United States. The twenty four essays, divided
into six main parts, offer a tremendous variety of upto-date approaches to the teaching of Italian as a
foreign language and L2, ranging from theoretical to
more practical, hands-on strategies with essays on
curricular innovations, technology, study abroad
programs, culture, film and song use as effective
pedagogical tools. Each case study introduces a
systematic approach with an overview of theory,
activities and assessment suggestions, collection of
research data and syllabi. The book addresses the
needs of instructors and teacher trainers, putting in
perspective different examples that can be used for
more effective teaching techniques according to the
ACTFL guidelines and the Common European
Framework of Reference for Languages.
This second edition of Historical Dictionary of Italian
Cinema contains a chronology, an introduction, and
an extensive bibliography. The dictionary section has
over 400 cross-referenced entries on major
movements, directors, actors, actresses, film genres,
producers, industry organizations and key films.
The idea of the “mamma italiana” is one of the most
widespread and recognizable stereotypes in
perceptions of Italian national character both within
and beyond Italy. This figure makes frequent
appearances in jokes and other forms of popular
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culture, but it has also been seen as shaping the
lived experience of modern-day Italians of both
sexes, as well as influencing perceptions of Italy in
the wider world. This interdisciplinary collection
examines the invented tradition of mammismo but
also contextualizes it by discussing other, often
contrasting, ways in which the role of mothers, and
the mother-son relationship, have been understood
and represented in culture and society over the last
century and a half, both in Italy and in its diaspora.
New Approaches to Cinematic Space aims to
discuss the process of creation of cinematic spaces
through moving images and the subsequent
interpretation of their purpose and meaning.
Throughout seventeen chapters, this edited
collection will attempt to identify and interpret the
formal strategies used by different filmmakers to
depict real or imaginary places and turn them into
abstract, conceptual spaces. The contributors to this
volume will specifically focus on a series of systems
of representation that go beyond the mere visual
reproduction of a given location to construct a
network of meanings that ultimately shapes our
spatial worldview.
Commedia all'italiana, or Comedy, Italian style,
became popular at a time of great social change.
This book, utilizing comedies produced in Italy from
1958-70, examines the genre's representation of
gender in the everyday spaces of beaches and
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nightclubs, offices, cars, and kitchens, through the
exploration of key spatial motifs.
Containing almost 600 entries, this impressive
2-volume reference presents detailed and
authoritative treatment of the field of Italian literature,
with attention both to the work and influence of
individual writers of all genres and to movements,
styles, and critical approaches.
Una selezione di opere utili per comprendere come la famiglia
sia una continua fonte di ispirazione, un tema centrale
nell’immaginario cinematografico. Seppur tartassata o
trascurata, la famiglia fornisce una risposta ai grandi
cambiamenti nella vita...
In L'italiano si impara in due students work in pairs. The
situations and contexts are typical of Italian society,
combining topics of interest to contemporary Italian youth with
traditional elements of Italian culture.
"Angelica volava sul muro con la stessa grazia, la stessa
eleganza, lo stesso impeto con cui volteggiava sul trapezio.
La stessa combattiva determinazione che aveva dimostrato
nell'arrampicarsi sulle rocce del Precipizio." Angelica Fusco
vive tra stelle e luci, libertà e adrenalina. Il gusto del rischio e
la magia del cinema sono inscritti nel suo dna. Nutrita dal
mito di Cinecittà, dove la famiglia degli stunt Fusco è di casa,
ha scelto questa vita. L'unica che le regala emozioni a cui
non può rinunciare. David Evans non è solo uno stuntman. È
un coordinator. Il migliore. Ma ha una regola ferrea: niente
donne sul set. Una storia d'amore che ha il sapore della
magia del cinema, vissuta attraverso gli occhi di una famiglia
che ha attraversato l'epopea indimenticabile della Hollywood
sul Tevere.
Brings to light Scola’s cinematic style and contextualizes his
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commentary on Italian society and politics.
La donna, la famiglia e il lavoro sono temi strettamente
connessi. Pietro Germi li ha coltivati, soprattutto la donna e la
famiglia, in tutta la sua opera. Considerato un moralista
conservatore dalla critica, è stato dimenticato e sottovalutato
negli anni Settanta e Ottanta. Le sue posizioni personali sono
state confuse con quelle del regista che, al contrario, ha
preceduto l’evoluzione sociale non solo nella trilogia satirica
ma anche nei suoi ultimi film dove si è interrogato, magari
contraddittoriamente, sul rapporto uomo/donna, diventato,
come lo ha definito un recensore, la sua (magnifica)
ossessione.
Italian cinemas after the war were filled by audiences who
had come to watch domestically-produced films of passion
and pathos. These highly emotional and consciously
theatrical melodramas posed moral questions with stylish
flair, redefining popular ways of feeling about romance,
family, gender, class, Catholicism, Italy, and feeling itself. The
Operatic and the Everyday in Postwar Italian Film Melodrama
argues for the centrality of melodrama to Italian culture. It
uncovers a wealth of films rarely discussed before including
family melodramas, the crime stories of neorealismo popolare
and opera films, and provides interpretive frameworks that
position them in wider debates on aesthetics and society. The
book also considers the well-established topics of realism and
arthouse auteurism, and re-thinks film history by investigating
the presence of melodrama in neorealism and post-war
modernism. It places film within its broader cultural context to
trace the connections of canonical melodramatists like
Visconti and Matarazzo to traditions of opera, the musical
theatre of the sceneggiata, visual arts, and magazines. In so
doing it seeks to capture the artistry and emotional
experiences found within a truly popular form.
The Encyclopedia of Italian Literary Studies is a two-volume
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reference book containing some 600 entries on all aspects of
Italian literary culture. It includes analytical essays on authors
and works, from the most important figures of Italian literature
to little known authors and works that are influential to the
field. The Encyclopedia is distinguished by substantial articles
on critics, themes, genres, schools, historical surveys, and
other topics related to the overall subject of Italian literary
studies. The Encyclopedia also includes writers and subjects
of contemporary interest, such as those relating to journalism,
film, media, children's literature, food and vernacular
literatures. Entries consist of an essay on the topic and a
bibliographic portion listing works for further reading, and, in
the case of entries on individuals, a brief biographical
paragraph and list of works by the person. It will be useful to
people without specialized knowledge of Italian literature as
well as to scholars.

Sam Rohdie's insightful and compelling analysis of
Luchino Visconti's 1960 epic of modern urban life
provides reveals the film as one of the greatest
masterpieces of Italian cinema. Rocco tells the story
of a family of peasants uprooted from their village in
southern Italy, and forced to battle for existence in
the industrial metropolis of Milan. Though fascinated
by the social reality of modern Italy, Visconti had by
this time thrown off the influence of the neorealist
movement. He had developed a style all his own,
enriched by his experience of directing opera for the
stage. As a result, the characters in Rocco are no
longer held in check by the naturalistic conventions
of neorealism. Instead, they erupt on the screen with
all the emotional power of heightened melodrama.
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The violent sexuality projected by stars Alain Delon,
Annie Girardot, Claudia Cardinale and the rest of
Visconti's impressive cast was too much for the
Italian censors, who cut several scenes. Rohdie
discusses the film in terms of its 'passionate splendid
realism', arguing that these two apparently opposing
moods are held in balance rather than contradiction
in the film, part of 'the very condition of the film's
power - and grace.'
This book challenges the established conceptual and
historical paradigm in Anglo-American film studies
that perceives European cinema as essentially 'high
art.' Through a study of the specific contexts in which
popular European films are produced, distributed
and exhibited, the book proposes new analytical and
critical frameworks for their study. Films analyzed in
the book include Cinema Paradiso, Mediterraneo,
Bhaji on the Beach, Until the End of the World,
Underground, and Jam=n Jam=n.
Discussing a variety of independent and
experimental Italian films, this book gives voice to a
critcically neglected form of Italian cinema. By
examining the work of directors such as Marinella
Pirelli, Mirko Locatelli and Cesrae Zavattini, the book
defines, inspects and studies the cinematic
panorama of Italy through a new lens. It thereby
explores the character of independent films and their
related practices within the Italian historical, cultural
and cinematic landscape.
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Elio Petri (1929-1982) was one of the most
commercially successful and critically revered Italian
directors ever. A cultured intellectual and a politically
committed filmmaker, Petri made award-winning
movies that touched controversial social, religious,
and political themes, such as the Mafia in We Still
Kill the Old Way (1967), police brutality in
Investigation of a Citizen Above Suspicion (1970),
and workers' struggles in Lulu the Tool (1971). His
work also explored genre in a thought-provoking and
refreshing manner with a taste for irony and the
grotesque: among his best works are the science
fiction satire The 10th Victim (1965), the ghost story
A Quiet Place in the Country (1968), and the
grotesque giallo Todo modo (1976). This book
examines Elio Petri's life and career, and places his
work within the social and political context of postwar
Italian culture, politics, and cinema. It includes a
detailed production history and critical analysis of
each of his films, plenty of never-before-seen bits of
information recovered from the Italian ministerial
archives, and an in-depth discussion of the director's
unfilmed projects.
While many studies have been written on national
cinemas, Early Cinema and the "National" is the first
anthology to focus on the concept of national film
culture from a wide methodological spectrum of
interests, including not only visual and narrative
forms, but also international geopolitics, exhibition
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and marketing practices, and pressing linkages to
national imageries. The essays in this richly
illustrated, landmark anthology are devoted to
reconsidering the nation as a framing category for
writing cinema history. Many of the 34 contributors
show that concepts of a national identity played a
role in establishing the parameters of cinema's early
development, from technological change to
discourses of stardom, from emerging genres to
intertitling practices. Yet, as others attest, national
meanings could often become knotty in other
contexts, when concepts of nationhood were
contested in relation to colonial/imperial histories and
regional configurations. Early Cinema and the
"National" takes stock of a formative moment in
cinema history, tracing the beginnings of the process
whereby nations learned to imagine themselves
through moving images.
Italia: Civilta e Cultura offers a comprehensive
description of historical and cultural development on
the Italian peninsula. This project was developed to
provide students and professors with a flexible and
easy-to-read reference book about Italian civilization
and cultural studies, also appropriate for cinema and
Italian literature classes. This text is intended for
students pursuing a minor or a major in Italian
studies and serves as an important learning tool with
its all-inclusive vision of Italy. Each chapter includes
thematic itineraries to promote active class
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discussion and textual comprehension checkquestions to guide students through the reading and
understanding of the subject matter.
Examines the extraordinary cinematic tradition of
Italy, from the silent era to the present.
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